Key to Abbreviations

bkrv — book review  
bn — board news  
br — brief report  
corr — correspondence  
cr — clinical review  
crHIV — current report - HIV  
e — editorial  
ebcp — evidence-based clinical practice  
g — guidelines  
hcs — health care system  
hp — health policy  
mp — medical practice  
oa — original article  
refl — reflections in family practice  
sp — special communications  
step — STEPped care  
w — world perspective  
x — correction

Access to Health Care - see Health Care Accessibility.

Accident Prevention. Firearm safety as preventive medicine (Wagner) 86-corr; Family physicians and firearm safety counseling (Wheeler) 160-corr

Achilles Tendon. Achilles tendon rupture: a challenging diagnosis (Gravlee et al) 371-br

Activated Protein C Resistance. Activated protein C resistance: the most common risk factor for venous thromboembolism (Sheppard) 111-cr

Adolescent Health Services. Adolescent preventive health visits: a comparison of two invitation protocols (Knishkowy et al) 11-ao

Adrenergic beta-Agonists/therapeutic use. Combined ipratropium and $\beta_2$-adrenergic receptor agonist in acute asthma (Herner et al) 55-step

Aged. Care of the elderly patient with lower extremity amputation (Coletta) 23-cr

Elderly deaf patients' health care experiences (Witte & Kuzel) 17-ao; Health care of the deaf—toward a new understanding (Hockman) 81-e

AIDS-Related Opportunistic Infections/drug therapy. Treatment of AIDS and HIV-related conditions: 2000 (Goldschmidt & Dong) 274-crHIV

Allergic Contact Dermatitis - see Dermatitis, Allergic Contact.

American Board of Family Practice. Family Practice. com 315-bn

New executive committee and board members elected. 383-bn

Pisacano leadership foundation selects its Pisacano scholars “class of 2000” 464-bn

Preparing for the certification and recertification examination 155-bn

Amphetamine. Fatal massive amphetamine ingestion associated with hyperpyrexia (Wallace & Squires) 302-br

Amputees/in old age/rehabilitation. Care of the elderly patient with lower extremity amputation (Coletta) 23-cr

Anemia, Iron Deficiency. Pica: common but commonly missed (Rose et al) 353-cr

Anticonvulsants. Anticonvulsant hypersensitivity syndrome (Kennebeck) 364-mp

Anxiety Disorders. Social anxiety disorder: common, disabling, and treatable (Zamorski & Ward) 251-cr

Anxiety Disorders/classification. Severity-based classification of mood and anxiety symptoms (Wahl) 159-corr, (Nease, Jr) 159-reply, (Schwenk) 160-corr

Arachnidism. Brown recluse spider bites (Forks) 415-cr

Asthma. Combined ipratropium and $\beta_2$-adrenergic receptor agonist in acute asthma (Herner et al) 55-step

Attitude. Firearm safety as preventive medicine (Wagner) 86-corr; Family physicians and firearm safety counseling (Wheeler) 160-corr

Attitude to Death. Birth and death through a child’s eyes (Freeman) 86-corr, (Gordon) 86-corr, (Shill) 87-corr, (Feldman) 87-reply; Birth and death: through a child’s eyes (Shill) 318-corr

Automobile Driving. Medical evaluation for driver qualification for patients with cardiovascular disorders (Kakaiya & Fullerton) 261-mp

Baker’s Yeast - see Saccharomyces cerevisiae.

Balloon Dilatation/complications. Managing the nondefating urethral catheter (Shapiro et al) 116-mp; Management of nondefating urethral catheter (Baker) 319-corr, (Shapiro) 320-reply

Behavior Therapy. Obesity management in primary care: assessment of readiness to change among 284 family practice patients (Logue et al) 164-ao; The challenge of obesity management in primary care (Billington) 222-e

Behavior, Addictive. Lila falling (Carmichael) 80-refl

beta-Adrenergic Receptor Agonists - see Adrenergic beta-Agonists.

Biological Markers. Prenatal testing and counseling for Down syndrome (Klein) 227-corr, (Cate & Ball) 228-reply

Screening and counseling for Down syndrome (Nicklin) 160-corr, (Cate & Ball) 160-reply

Birth. Birth and death through a child’s eyes (Freeman) 86-corr, (Gordon) 86-corr, (Shill) 87-corr, (Feld-
man) 87-reply; Birth and death: through a child's eyes (Shill) 318-corr

**Board News.** FamilyPractice.com 35-bn

New executive committee and board members elected. 383-bn

Pisacano leadership foundation selects its Pisacano scholars "class of 2000" 464-bn

Preparing for the certification and recertification examination 155-bn

**Book Reviews.**


Atlas of Pediatric Clinical Diagnosis (Shah & Laude) [Davis] 323-bkrv


Color Atlas of Oral Diseases in Children and Adolescents (Laskaris) [Davis] 163-bkrv

Conn's Current Therapy 2000. (Rakel) [Driscoll] 472-bkrv


Dying at Home: A Family Guide for Caregiving (Sankar) [Leversee] 324-bkrv

Evidence-Based Clinical Practice: Concepts and Approaches (Geyman et al) [Fields] 89-bkrv

Family Medicine: Pretest Self-Assessment and Review (Smith et al) [Patricoski] 91-bkrv

"Ferri"s Clinical Advisor 2000: Instant Diagnosis and Treatment. (Ferri) [Dickson] 473-bkrv

Gastroenterology and Hepatology: Clinical Medicine Series (Porro et al) [Garr] 231-bkrv

Griffith's 5-Minute Clinical Consult 1999. Griffith's 5-Minute Clinical Consult 1999 CD (Dambro et al) [Driscoll] 91-bkrv

Handbook of Antihypertensive Therapy. Ninth edition-(Houston et al) [Farley] 89-bkrv

Herbal Medicinals: A Clinician's Guide (Miller & Murray) [Schneeweiss] 322-bkrv

Hypertension: A Clinician's Guide to Diagnosis and Treatment. Second edition (Sobel & Bakris) [Bergman] 90-bkrv

Instructions for Geriatric Patients. Second edition (Soderman Jr) [Driscoll] 231-bkrv

Medical Complications During Pregnancy. Fifth edition (Burrow & Duffy) [Maestas] 231-bkrv

Medical Disorders During Pregnancy. Third edition (Barron et al) [Acosta] 471-bkrv

Minor Emergencies: Splinters to Fractures. (Buttaravoli & Stair) [Acosta] 388-bkrv

Mosby's Family Practice Sourcebook 2000: Evidence-Based Emphasis (Marshall) [Fields] 323-bkrv


Pocketbook of Orthopaedics and Fractures. (McRae) [Eiff] 388-bkrv

Practice-Based Teaching: A Guide for General Practitioners (Hays) [Berggren] 91-bkrv

Primary Care Management of Heart Disease (Taylor) [Dickson] 389-bkrv

Primary Care Radiology. (Mettler Jr et al) [Heston] 473-bkrv

Sexually Transmitted Diseases. Third edition (Holmes et al) [North] 90-bkrv

Signs & Symptoms in Emergency Medicine: Literature-Based Approach to Emergent Conditions (Davis et al) [Bergman] 162-bkrv

20 Common Problems in Dermatology (Fleischer Jr et al) [Patricoski] 390-bkrv

20 Common Problems in Preventive Health Care. (Campos-Outcalt) [Garr] 472-bkrv

Tyler's Honest Herbal. A Sensible Guide to the Use of Herbs and Related Remedies. Fourth edition (Foster & Tyler) [Madlon-Kay] 323-bkrv

Urology for Primary Care Physicians (Nseyo et al) [Larsen] 162-bkrv


**Brain Edema.** Late postpartum eclampsia 16 days after delivery: case report with clinical, radiologic, and pathophysiologic correlations (Felz et al) 39-bmp

**Breast Neoplasms/diagnosis.** Effects of physician supply on the early detection of breast cancer (Ferrante et al) 408-oa; Is there evidence that the primary care physician supply influences mammography use? (Taplin) 460-e

**Breast Neoplasms/prevention and control.** Factors associated with adequacy of diagnostic workup after abnormal breast cancer screening results (Schootman et al) 94-oa; Following up abnormal breast cancer screening results: lessons for primary care clinicians (Fletcher) 152-e

Low national breast and cervical cancer-screening rates in American Indian and Alaska Native women with diabetes (Giroux et al) 239-oa; (Samuelson). 468-corr, (Giroux & Cobb) 469-reply

**Breath Tests.** Is repeat testing needed for Helicobacter pylori? (Zipser & Parikh) 449-br

**Brewer's Yeast - see Saccharomyces cerevisiae.**

**Brief Reports.** Achilles tendon rupture: a challenging diagnosis (Grawlee et al) 371-br

Acute intermittent porphyria with seizure and paralysis in the puerperium (Keung et al) 76-br

Acute quadriceps compartment syndrome and rhabdomyolysis in a weight lifter using high-dose creatine supplementation (Robinson) 134-br

An unsuspected case of degenerating leiomyoma (Khaana & Isles) 305-br

Cervical prolapse during pregnancy (Sawyer & Isles) 216-br

Current procedural terminology coding: do the experts agree? (King et al) 144-br

Cushing syndrome and adrenocortical carcinoma in a patient with CD4+ lymphocytopenia (Lewis et al) 219-br

Fatal massive amphetamine ingestion associated with hyperpyrexia (Wallace & Squires) 302-br
Hard subcutaneous lumps—pilomatricomas: a report of three cases (Prasad) 308-br
Herpetic whitlow of the toe (Mohler) 213-br
Iatrogenic hyponatreemic seizures after routine pelvic sonography (Gopal & Blum) 451-br
Jaundice and disseminated intravascular coagulopathy in pregnancy. (Houston et al) 70-br
Parasophageal hernia and intrathoracic diverticulitis (Magill & Gazak) 141-br
Primitive neuroectodermal tumor arising from the kidney (Wells) 455-br
Recurrence Clostridium difficile—associated diarrhea and colitis treated with Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Baker's yeast) in combination with antibiotic therapy: a case report (Kovacs & Berk) 138-br
Is repeat testing needed for Helicobacter pylori? (Zipser & Parikh) 449-br
Rhabdomyolysis in a teenage boy: a case report (Saurat & Jaén) 66-br
Silicoproteinosis masquerading as community-acquired pneumonia (Palacio & Champeaux) 376-br
Small-bowel obstruction secondary to dental impression material (Reifsteck) 299-br
Toothpaste allergy with intractable perioral rash in a 10-year-old boy (Reilly & McCarthy) 73-br
Trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole-induced hypoglycemia as a cause of altered mental status in an elderly patient (Mathews et al) 211-br
Use of nitroglycerin spray in uterine inversion (Hicks) 374-br
Bronchitis. Why are antibiotics prescribed for patients with acute bronchitis? A postintervention analysis (Hueston et al) 398-oa; Antibiotic prescribing for acute bronchitis: how low can we go? (Hickner) 463-e
Burden of illness—see Cost of Illness.
Cancer—see Neoplasms.
Candidiasis, Vulvovaginal. Impact of vaginal antifungal products on utilization of health care services: evidence from physician visits (Lipsky et al) 178-oa
Carcinoma, Adrenal Cortical. Cushing syndrome and adrenocortical carcinoma in a patient with CD4+ lymphocytopenia (Lewis et al) 219-br
Cardiovascular Disorders. Medical evaluation for driver qualification for patients with cardiovascular disorders (Kakaiya & Fullkerson) 261-mp
Case Reports. Critical appraisal of the literature (Ryan) 86-corr
Catheterization, Balloon—see Balloon Dilatation.
CD4+ Lymphocyte Count. Cushing syndrome and adrenocortical carcinoma in a patient with CD4+ lymphocytopenia (Lewis et al) 219-br
Cerebral Edema—see Brain Edema.
Certification. Preparing for the certification and recertification examination 155-bn
Cervical Smears—see Vaginal Smears.
Cervix Uteri. Cervical prolapse during pregnancy (Sawyer & Frey) 216-br
Choice Behavior. Understanding the choices that patients make (Taylor) 124-ebcp
Chronic Disease. Obesity management in primary care: assessment of readiness to change among 284 family practice patients (Logue et al) 164-oa; The challenge of obesity management in primary care (Billington) 222-e
Clinical Reviews. Activated protein C resistance: the most common risk factor for venous thromboembolism (Sheppard) 111-cr
Brown recluse spider bites (Forks) 415-cr
Care of the elderly patient with lower extremity amputation (Coletta) 23-cr
Pica: common but commonly missed (Rose et al) 353-cr
Social anxiety disorder: common, disabling, and treatable (Zamorski & Ward) 251-cr
Clostridium difficile. Recurrent Clostridium difficile-associated diarrhea and colitis treated with Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Baker's yeast) in combination with antibiotic therapy: a case report (Kovacs & Berk) 138-br
Cognitive Therapy. Obesity management in primary care: assessment of readiness to change among 284 family practice patients (Logue et al) 164-oa; The challenge of obesity management in primary care (Billington) 222-e
Colitis, Pseudomembranous. Recurrent Clostridium difficile-associated diarrhea and colitis treated with Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Baker's yeast) in combination with antibiotic therapy: a case report (Kovacs & Berk) 138-br
Community Health Networks. Impact of an electronic medical record system on community-based primary care practices (Wager) 338-oa; Electronic medical record use in real-world practices (Norris) 381-e
Compartment Syndromes. Acute quadriceps compartment syndrome and rhabdomyolysis in a weight lifter using high-dose creatine supplementation (Robinson) 134-br; Does creatine supplementation increase the risk of rhabdomyolysis? (Juhn) 150-oe
Computer Communication Networks. Family-Practice.com 315-bn
Use of the Internet as a medical resource by rural physicians (Kalsman & Acosta) 349-oa
Computerized Medical Records Systems—see Medical Records Systems, Computerized.
Conflict of Interest. Medical professionalism: can it, should it survive? (Pellegrino) 147-e; (Russell) 469-corr
Correction. Treatment of AIDS and HIV-related conditions: 2000 (Goldschmidt & Dong) 423-x
Cost-Benefit Analysis. Cost-effectiveness of primary care (Deyo) 47-ebcp
Prenatal testing and counseling for Down syndrome (Klein) 227-corr; (Cate & Ball) 228-reply
Screening and counseling for Down syndrome (Nicklin) 160-corr; (Cate & Ball) 160-reply
Cost Control. When you hear hoof beats: four principles for separating zebras from horses (Smith & Paauw) 424-mp
Cost of Illness. Quality of life in women with urinary tract infections: is benign disease a misnomer? (Ellis & Verma) 392-oa
Creatine. Acute quadriceps compartment syndrome and rhabdomyolysis in a weight lifter using high-dose
creatinine supplementation (Robinson) 134-br; Does creatine supplementation increase the risk of rhabdomyolysis? (Juhn) 150-e

Credentia ling. Preparing for the certification and recertification examination 155-bn

Current Report - HIV. Treatment of AIDS and HIV-related conditions: 2000 (Goldschmidt & Dong) 274-crHIV

Data Pooling. Applying a meta-analysis to daily clinical practice (Miser) 201-ebcp

Deafness. Elderly deaf patients' health care experiences (Witte & Kuzel) 17-oa; Health care of the deaf—toward a new understanding (Hockman) 81-e

Death with Dignity. Birth and death through a child's eyes (Freeman) 86-corr, (Gordon) 86-corr, (Shill) 87-corr, (Feldman) 87-reply; Birth and death: through a child's eyes (Shill) 318-corr

Decision Making. When you hear hoof beats: four principles for separating zebras from horses (Smith & Pauw) 424-mp

Dental Impression Materials. Small-bowel obstruction secondary to dental impression material (Reifsteck) 299-br

Depressive Disorder/classification. Severity-based classification of mood and anxiety symptoms (Wahl) 159-corr, (Nease, Jr) 159-reply, (Schwenk) 160-corr

Dermatitis, Allergic Contact. Toothpaste allergy with intractable perioral rash in a 10-year-old boy (Reilly & McCarthy) 73-br

Dermatitis, perioral. Toothpaste allergy with intractable perioral rash in a 10-year-old boy (Reilly & McCarthy) 73-br

Diabetes Mellitus. Low national breast and cervical cancer-screening rates in American Indian and Alaska Native women with diabetes (Giroux et al) 239-oa; (Samuelson) 468-corr, (Giroux & Cobb) 469-reply

Diagnostic Services. Factors associated with adequacy of diagnostic workup after abnormal breast cancer screening results (Schootman et al) 94-oa; Following up abnormal breast cancer screening results: lessons for primary care clinicians (Fletcher) 152-e

Low national breast and cervical cancer-screening rates in American Indian and Alaska Native women with diabetes (Giroux et al) 239-oa; (Samuelson) 468-corr, (Giroux & Cobb) 469-reply

Routine vaginal cuff smear testing in posthysterectomy patients with benign uterine conditions: when is it indicated? (Videlefsky et al) 233-03; (Lewis) 470-corr

Diarrhea. Recurrent Clostridium difficile-associated diarrhea and colitis treated with Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Baker's yeast) in combination with antibiotic therapy: a case report (Kovacs & Berk) 138-br

Diet, Reducing. Obesity management in primary care: assessment of readiness to change among 284 family practice patients (Logue et al) 164-0a; The challenge of obesity management in primary care (Billington) 222-e

Disseminated Intravascular Coagulation. Jaundice and disseminated intravascular coagulopathy in pregnancy (Houston et al) 70-br

Diverticulitis, Colonic. Paraesophageal hernia and intrathoracic diverticulitis (Magill & Gazal) 141-br

Down Syndrome. Prenatal testing and counseling for Down syndrome (Klein) 227-corr, (Cate & Ball) 228-reply

Screening and counseling for Down syndrome (Nicklin) 160-corr, (Cate & Ball) 160-reply

Drug Hypersensitivity. Anticonvulsant hypersensitivity syndrome (Kennebeck) 364-mp

Drug Utilization. Why are antibiotics prescribed for patients with acute bronchitis? A postintervention analysis (Hueston et al) 398-0a; Antibiotic prescribing for acute bronchitis: how low can we go? (Hickner) 463-e

Eclampsia. Late postpartum eclampsia 16 days after delivery: case report with clinical, radiologic, and pathophysiologic correlations (Felz et al) 39-mp

Editorials. Annual physical examinations for adolescents: a reassessment (Rosenfeld) 224-e

Antibiotic prescribing for acute bronchitis: how low can we go? (Hickner) 463-e

Can the generalist survive the 21st century? (Pellegrino) 312-e; (Russell) 469-corr

Does creatine supplementation increase the risk of rhabdomyolysis? (Juhn) 150-e

Electronic medical record use in real-world practices (Norris) 381-e

Following up abnormal breast cancer screening results: lessons for primary care clinicians (Fletcher) 152-e

Health care of the deaf—toward a new understanding (Hockman) 81-e

Implementing clinical preventive medicine: time to fish or cut bait (Frame) 84-e

Is there evidence that the primary care physician supplies influence mammography use? (Taplin) 460-e

Medical professionalism: can it, should it survive? (Pellegrino) 147-e

The challenge of obesity management in primary care (Billington) 222-e

Education, Medical, Graduate. Teaching information mastery (Dobbie et al) 226-corr, (Slawson & Shaughnessy) 226-reply

Education. Congestive heart failure clinical outcomes study in a private community medical group (James & Tumiel) 226-corr, (Givinuarese & DeGregorio) 227-reply

Efficiency. When you hear hoof beats: four principles for separating zebras from horses (Smith & Pauw) 424-mp

Elderly - see Aged.

Emergencies/in pregnancy. Uterine inversion: a life-threatening obstetric emergency (Hostetler & Bosworth) 120-mp; Uterine inversion (Rudd) 318-corr; Uterine inversion (O'Connor) 385-corr

Emergency Medical Services. Colorado family practice graduates' preparation for and practice of emergency medicine (Hall & Newells) 246-0a; (Crown) 468-corr

Ethics, Medical. Primum non nocere and the quality of evidence: rethinking the ethics of screening (Ewart) 188-mp; Ethics of screening (Teichman) 385-corr

478 JABFP November–December 2000 Vol. 12 No. 6
Evidence-Based Clinical Practice. Applying a meta-analysis to daily clinical practice (Miser) 201-ebcp
Cost-effectiveness of primary care (Deyo) 47-ebcp
Understanding the choices that patients make (Taylor) 124-ebcp.

Evidence-Based Medicine. Critical appraisal of the literature (Ryan) 86-corr
Primum non nocere and the quality of evidence: re-thinking the ethics of screening (Ewart) 188-mp; Ethics of screening (Teichman) 385-corr

Family Practice. Colorado family practice graduates’ preparation for and practice of emergency medicine (Hall & Nowels) 246-oa; (Crown) 468-corr
Compassion and the art of family medicine: from Osler to Oprah (Rakel) 440-sp
Perceptions of practice among rural family physicians—is there a gender difference? (Spenny & Ellsbury) 183-oa
Teaching information mastery (Dobbie et al) 226-corr, (Slawson & Shaughnessy) 226-reply

Fee Schedules. Current procedural terminology coding: do the experts agree? (King et al) 226-br

Fibroids, Uterine - see Leiomyoma.

Firearms. Firearm safety as preventive medicine (Wagner) 86-corr; Family physicians and firearm safety counseling (Wheeler) 160-corr

Focus Groups. Elderly deaf patients’ health care experiences (Witte & Kuzel) 17-oa; Health care of the deaf—toward a new understanding (Hockman) 81-e

Foley Balloon Catheterization - see Balloon Dilatation.

Fraud. Providing medication by bending the rules (Lohiya) 386-corr

Generalists - see Physicians, Family.

Guideline. Congestive heart failure clinical outcomes study in a private community medical group (James & Tumiel) 226-corr, (Civitarese & DeGregorio) 227-reply

Guidelines. Medical evaluation for driver qualification for patients with cardiovascular disorders (Kakaiya & Fulkerson) 359-mp

Hair Diseases. Hard subcutaneous lumps—pilomatrixomas: a report of three cases (Prasad) 308-br

Health Care Accessibility. Barriers to immunization in a relatively affluent community (Yawn et al) 325-oa

Health Care Fraud - see Fraud.

Health Care/utilization. Impact of vaginal antifungal products on utilization of health care services: evidence from physician visits (Lipsky et al) 178-ao

Health Manpower. Effects of physician supply on the early detection of breast cancer (Ferrante et al) 408-oa; Is there evidence that the primary care physician supply influences mammography use? (Taplin) 460-e

Health Promotion. Adolescent preventive health visits: a comparison of two invitation protocols (Knishkowy et al) 11-ao
Are yearly physical examinations in adolescents necessary? (Sticker) 172-ao; Annual physical examinations for adolescents: a reassessment (Rosenfeld) 224-e
Effects of physician supply on the early detection of breast cancer (Ferrante et al) 408-oa; Is there evidence that the primary care physician supply influences mammography use? (Taplin) 460-e
Firearm safety as preventive medicine (Wagner) 86-corr; Family physicians and firearm safety counseling (Wheeler) 160-corr
Predictors of screening for breast, cervical, colorectal, and prostatic cancer among community-based primary care practices (Ruffin IV et al) 1-oa; Implementing clinical preventive medicine: time to fish or cut bait (Frame) 84-e; Delivery of preventive services (Hahn) 228-corr, (Ruffin IV) 229-reply
Primum non nocere and the quality of evidence: re-thinking the ethics of screening (Ewart) 188-mp; Ethics of screening (Teichman) 385-corr

Health Services, Adolescent - see Adolescent Health Services.

Hearing Loss, Extreme - see Deafness.

Heart Failure, Congestive. Congestive heart failure clinical outcomes study in a private community medical group (James & Tumiel) 226-corr, (Civitarese DeGregorio) 227-reply

Heel. Achilles tendon rupture: a challenging diagnosis (Gravlee et al) 371-br

Hepatitis. Toxic hepatitis caused by herbal medicine (Okpara) 321-corr

Hepatitis C/diagnosis/therapy. Chronic hepatitis C: common questions, practical answers (Gaster & Larson) 359-mp

Hernia, Hiatal. Paraesophageal hernia and intrathoracic diverticulitis (Magill & Gazak) 141-br

Herpes Simplex Virus 1. Herpetic whitlow of the toe (Mohler) 213-br

Hippocratic Oath. Medical professionalism: can it, should it survive? (Pellegrino) 147-e

HIV/drug therapy. Treatment of AIDS and HIV-related conditions: 2000 (Goldsmith & Dong) 274-crHIV

HIV-Related Opportunistic Infections - see AIDS-Related Opportunistic Infections.

Home Childbirth. Birth and death through a child’s eyes (Freeman) 86-corr, (Gordon) 86-corr, (Shill) 87-corr, (Feldman) 87-reply; Birth and death: through a child’s eyes (Shill) 318-corr

Humanism. Compassion and the art of family medicine: from Osler to Oprah (Rakel) 440-sp

Hyperemesis Gravidarum. Transient hyperthyroidism of hyperemesis gravidarum: a sheep in wolf’s clothing (Caffrey) 35-mp

Hyperthermia - see Fever.
Nitroglycerin/therapeutic use. Use of nitroglycerin spray in uterine inversion (Hicks) 374-br

Nursing Home. Successful withdrawal of thyroid hormone therapy in nursing home patients (Coll & Abourizk) 403-oa

Nutrition. Pica: common but commonly missed (Rose et al) 353-cr

Obesity. Obesity management in primary care: assessment of readiness to change among 284 family practice patients (Logue et al) 164-oa; The challenge of obesity management in primary care (Billington) 222-e

Obessive-Compulsive Disorder. Pica: common but commonly missed (Rose et al) 353-cr

Occupational Diseases. Silkproteiñosis masquerading as community-acquired pneumonia (Palacio & Champeaux) 376-br

Office Visits. Current procedural terminology coding: do the experts agree? (King et al) 144-br

Onychomysis. Onychomysis: improved cure rates with iraconazole and terbinafine. (Harrell et al) 268-step

Organic Mental Disorders, Substance Induced/in old age. Trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole-induced hypoglycemia as a cause of altered mental status in an elderly patient (Mathews et al) 211-br; Trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole hypoglycemia (Fox) 386-corr

Organizational Innovation. Impact of an electronic medical record system on community-based primary care practices (Wager) 338-oa; Electronic medical record use in real-world practices (Norris) 381-e

Outcomes Assessment (Health Care). Congestive heart failure clinical outcomes study in a private community medical group (James & Tumiel) 226-corr, (Civitarese & DeGregorio) 227-reply

Papanicolaou Smear - see Vaginal Smears.

Patient Compliance. Adolescent preventive health visits: a comparison of two invitation protocols (Knishkowy et al) 11-0a

Patient Education. A case of fatal food-borne septi­cemia: can family physicians provide prevention? (Martin et al) 197-mp

Patient Records, Computerized - see Medical Records Systems, Computerized.

Patient Satisfaction. Patient preferences for management of first-trimester incomplete spontaneous abortion (Molnar et al) 333-0a

Understanding the choices that patients make (Taylor) 124-ebcp

Perinatal Care. Self-collection of antepar tum anogenital group B streptococcus cultures (Torok & Dunn) 107-0a; Self-collection of antepar tum anogenital group B streptococcus culture (Hudson) 385-corr

Phobic Disorders. Social anxiety disorder: common, disabling, and treatable (Zamorski & Ward) 251-cr

Physical Examination/in adolescence. Are yearly physical examinations in adolescents necessary? (Stickler) 172-0a; Annual physical examinations for adolescents: a reassessment (Rosenfeld) 224-e

Physician's Role. Providing medication by bending the rules (Lohiya) 386-corr

Physician-Patient Relations. Medical professional­ism: can it, should it survive? (Pellegrino) 147-e

Physicians, Family. Can the generalist survive the 21st century? (Pellegrino) 312-e; (Russell) 469-corr

Perceptions of practice among rural family physicians—is there a gender difference? (Spenny & Ellsbury) 183-oa

The part where I came in (Bobrow) 379-refl

Physicians, Family/manpower. Effects of physician supply on the early detection of breast cancer (Ferrante et al) 408-0a; Is there evidence that the primary care physician supply influences mammography use? (Taplin) 460-e

Physicians, Women. Perceptions of practice among rural family physicians—is there a gender difference? (Spenny & Ellsbury) 183-oa

Pica. Pica: common but commonly missed (Rose et al) 353-cr

Pilomatrixoma. Hard subcutaneous lumps-pi­lomatri­comas: a report of three cases (Prasad) 308-br

Pneumococ­nosis. Silkproteiñosis masquerading as community-acquired pneumonia (Palacio & Champeaux) 376-br

Porphyri­a, Acute Intermittent. Acute intermittent porphyria with seizure and paralysis in the puerperium (Keung et al) 76-br

Postpartum Hemorrhage. Uterine inversion: a life­threatening obstetric emergency (Hostetler & Bosworth) 120-mp; Uterine inversion (Rudd) 318-corr; Uterine inversion (O'Connor) 385-corr

Practice Guidelines. Patient preferences for management of first-trimester incomplete spontaneous abortion (Molnar et al) 333-0a

Pregnancy Complications. Cervical prolapse during pregnancy (Sawyer & Frey) 216-br

Jaundice and disseminated intravascular coagulopathy in pregnancy (Houston et al) 70-br

Trans­ient hyperthyroidism of hyperemesis gravi­durna: a sheep in wolf's clothing (Caffrey) 35-mp

Preventive Health Services. Effects of physician supply on the early detection of breast cancer (Ferrante et al) 408-0a; Is there evidence that the primary care physician supply influences mammography use? (Taplin) 460-e

Primum non nocere and the quality of evidence: re­thinking the ethics of screening (Ewart) 188-mp; Ethics of screening (Teichman) 385-corr

Primary Care Physicians - see Physicians, Family.

Primary Care Practice. Cost-effectiveness of primary care (Deyo) 47-ebcp

Primary Care Physicians - see Physicians, Family.

Primary Care Practice. Cost-effectiveness of primary care (Deyo) 47-ebcp

Predictors of screening for breast, cervical, colorectal, and prostatic cancer among community-based primary care practices (Ruffin IV et al) 1-0a; Implementing clinical preventive medicine: time to fish or cut bait (Frame) 84-e; Delivery of preventive services (Hahn) 228-corr, (Ruffin IV) 229-reply

Primary Health Care. Cost-effectiveness of primary care (Deyo) 47-ebcp

Subject Index 481
Factors associated with adequacy of diagnostic workup after abnormal breast cancer screening results (Schootman et al) 94-oa; Following up abnormal breast cancer screening results: lessons for primary care clinicians (Fletcher) 152-e

Impact of an electronic medical record system on community-based primary care practices (Wager) 338-oa; Electronic medical record use in real-world practices (Norris) 381-e
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